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How Can You Make That Difference?

All it takes is for the artist to take a quick glance at their monitors. Amongst them, a discrete teleprompter.video comfort monitor is cued up and keeps 
them on track. The audience have no idea that it’s even there. The artist doesn’t have to worry about what happens if they freeze and become lost for 
words. It’s right there for them.

Our comfort monitors have been designed specifically for artists performing on stage who want a covert, large screen lyric prompter in front of them. 
With the teleprompter.video range added to their set-up, they’ll be free to enjoy their performance without having to worry about missing a beat.

Why The >Teleprompter.video SMV?

If your artists are lucky enough never to forget their words, they’ll be the envy of their peers. 
If, on the other hand, they are like most performers and sometimes find their mind wondering 
whilst on stage, then the Apt-SM-V and CFM ranges will make a huge difference. 
Keeping your talent on track without missing a cue.

Here are just some of the benefits of using our wedge teleprompter:
  • The >Teleprompter.video SM-V look and feel like a traditional audio wedge. 
 • The audience will never know you artist is being prompted.
 • All >Teleprompter.video ranges work seamlessly with your favourite tele-prompting 
  software.
 • All >Teleprompter-videos are robust and made specifically with touring and the 
  conference markets in mind.
 • Best commercial display panels giving the product the best image and the best 
    reliability.
 • Commercial and robust touring grade connections and interface.
 .

The Comfort Monitor
Picture this moment. Your talent is on stage in the middle of an 
amazing show. The crowd are having the night of their lives. Then, 
the unthinkable happens. 

YYour big name artist suddenly freezes and is totally stuck for words. 
They’re willing, their vocal chords are ready to spring into action. But 
nothing happens. They are stuck, frantically trying to remember the 
words. The embarrassment rises and their confidence fades. You’re 
back stage unable to do anything to help.

What does the talent do? Hope someone else shouts the words out 
for them? Hastily improvise?

It Doesn’t Have It Doesn’t Have To Look Like That.

Now, picture the same stage, the same show. The same incredible 
crowd. The talent is relaxed, confident in the knowledge that  they 
will deliver the entire show word-perfectly. They’re right there in that 
moment with the audience. Their comfort monitor is ready and 
waiting for them on cue. Everything feels amazing and they know 
that the show will flow with ease.
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Trade Descriptions Act
Due to Apt-GB policy of continuing improvement, we reserve the right to alter the specification with out prior notice.
Every Apt-GB product is built to the highest manufacturing standards and rigorously tested to ensure that it meets the performance 
criteria specified in the design.

SMV212 Dimensions
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Trade Descriptions Act
Due to Apt-GB policy of continuing improvement, we reserve the right to alter the specification with out prior notice.
Every Apt-GB product is built to the highest manufacturing standards and rigorously tested to ensure that it meets the performance 
criteria specified in the design.

SMV224 Dimensions
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